
Homily for the Third Sunday of Ordinary Time. 

 

 

In the 1690s Mary Wharton, a very young great heiress, 

was pulled out of her coach, abducted by a Scottish 

soldier and forcibly married.  His defence was that as 

this was allowed in Scotland so he thought it was all 

right in England. Strangely that bit of his defence 

worked.  But then aristocratic fathers got a bit fed up 

with daughters being carried off, so Lord Hardwick passed a law forbidding it 

in 1753, but it did not apply to Scotland hence Gretna Green and getting 

married over the anvil, which survived in a way until 1940. 

 Of course for the aristocracy marriage did not have a lot to do with love, 

it was mainly about money and land, about possessions and possession. 

 In his recent letter on St. Joseph, who is often called ‘chaste,’ Pope 

Francis redefines chastity.  He calls it ‘freedom from possessiveness’ in every 

sphere of one’s life.  Only when love is chaste, free of possessiveness, is it 

really love.  Then he goes on to say that this is how God loves us.  He loves us 

but lets us be free even to go astray, and even to set ourselves against him.  The 

Pope calls Joseph’s love just this, a loved of extraordinary freedom that never 

makes himself the centre of things. 

 We have to read today’s gospel in the light of this unpossessive love, 

every gospel in fact.  What Jesus does is done out of love. As you look at the 

way the story is told, the same story twice in fact, about the call of the 

disciples, three words pop out; that Jesus calls them, that he will form them, 

make them disciples, that he will send them out to others.  Call, teach, send 

(which last is what apostle means.) 

 Clearly Jesus is a charismatic guy to meet.  You do not drop everything, 

including your family, and follow someone for no reason, but there is no 

forcing here.  (Jesus is not hauling them out of the carriage and carrying them 

off to some distant spot.)  Jesus takes responsibility for them when he asks, but 

he leaves it to them to say ‘No’ and they have three years to make up their 

minds.   

 The Pope says something similar about fathers (any parent) when he 

speaks about Joseph. A parent, he says, is not made just by the act of making a 



birth possible, a parent is one who takes responsibility for the child.  But then 

at a later date, and in an unpossessive way, allows that child to make their own 

decisions, loving with an extraordinary freedom. 

 So it is up to the disciples to make the decision whether or not to stick 

with Jesus, and in the course of the gospel we see them learning but also 

getting it very wrong at times, a feeling most parents probably have at times 

too.  So from the gospel we get a story of extraordinary love from Jesus and a 

process of discernment from the disciples.  Basically, ‘How far do we have to 

go in response to Jesus’ extraordinary love?’  The Pope puts it simply in that it 

is not about self-sacrifice, but discovering what is ‘self-gift’. 

 So that takes us to the opening lines of our gospel which are definitive 

lines for all Mark’s gospel, they explain it all.  ‘The Kingdom of God is at 

hand, repent and believe the Good News.’  These are well known lines, and we 

have often spoken about how ‘repent’ in the original Greek, means to change 

your mind, or conversion. 

 That is a definition of discernment. 

It would possibly be easier if we were forced to believe, but instead Jesus 

offers to call, teach and send us out.  It is not easy to respond, or, like the 

disciples, to know exactly what he means for each of us in this.  When we read 

that the disciples leave everything immediately, does it mean that I have to 

walk out of the house and head for the nearest vocations director regardless.  

No.  I think what it is saying is first of all, ‘Can we hear Jesus calling us?’  

There are so many ways we can hear, encounter Jesus, the gospel, the example 

of others, events in our lives, prayer.  Can we hear Jesus, is he present, close at 

hand?  His is if we work at it.  For some it comes more easily than others.  

Then we can begin the process (or continue it if we have already begun to the 

next stage,) remembering that the process of conversion never ends.  We 

cannot do this as we would make other decisions with a list of pros and cons, 

here is it a question of letting the Spirit speak to us. But however difficult, 

Jesus always has responsibility for us.  Once we are growing in our 

understanding of Jesus’ unpossessive love, we can then, gently, start to ask 

ourselves, ‘How do I respond?’ What does ‘self-gift mean for me?’  If you 

want a story of someone who really struggles with this, read the story of Jonah 

who was in our first reading.   

 


